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companies. The potential revenues from the discernible markets are 
small, and it is often diffi  cult to project how big the markets for the 
technology will be over the long term. As a result, managers typi-
cally conclude that the technology cannot make a meaningful con-
tribution to corporate growth and, therefore, that it is not worth the 
management eff ort required to develop it. In addition, established 
companies have often installed higher cost structures to serve sus-
taining technologies than those required by disruptive technologies. 

        
 How disk-drive performance met market needs 
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 A simple graph plotting product performance as it is defi ned in 
mainstream markets on the vertical axis and time on the horizon-
tal axis can help managers identify both the right questions and 
the right people to ask. First, draw a line depicting the level of 
performance and the trajectory of performance improvement that 
customers have historically enjoyed and are likely to expect in the 
future. Then locate the estimated initial performance level of the 
new technology. If the technology is disruptive, the point will lie 
far below the performance demanded by current customers. (See 
the graph “How to assess disruptive technologies.”) 

What is the likely slope of performance improvement of the 
disruptive technology compared with the slope of performance 
improvement demanded by existing markets? If knowledgeable 
technologists believe the new technology might progress faster 
than the market’s demand for performance improvement, then 
that technology, which does not meet customers’ needs today, 
may very well address them tomorrow. The new technology, 
therefore, is  strategically critical.    
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performance improvement

Current performance of potentially
disruptive technology
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 How to assess disruptive technologies 
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CHRISTENSEN AND OVERDORF

 Idea in Practice 
  Selecting the Right Structure for Your Innovation 

 If y our 
innovation . . . 

 Select this type 
of team . . .  To operate . . .  Because . . . 

 Fits  well  with 
your existing 
values  and  
processes 

  Functional 
teams  who work 
 sequentially 
on issues, or 
  lightweight 
teams —ad h oc 
cross-functional 
teams who work 
 simultaneously o n 
multiple issues 

 Within your 
existing 
organization 

 Owing to the 
good fi t with 
existing process-
es and values, no 
new capabilities 
or organizational 
structures are 
called for. 

 Fits  well  with 
existing  values 
but  poorly  
with existing 
 processes 

  Heavyweight 
team  d edicated 
exclusively to the 
innovation project, 
with complete 
responsibility for 
its success 

 Within your 
existing 
organization 

 The poor fi t with 
existing pro-
cesses requires 
new types of 
coordination 
among groups 
and individuals. 

 Fits  poorly  
with existing 
values but 
 well  with 
existing 
processes 

  Heavyweight 
team  d edicated 
exclusively to the 
innovation project, 
with complete 
responsibility for 
its success 

 Within your 
existing or-
ganization for 
development, 
followed by a 
spin-off  for com-
mercialization 

 In-house de-
velopment 
capitalizes on 
existing pro-
cesses. A spin-off  
for the com-
mercialization 
phase facilitates 
new values—such 
as a diff erent 
cost structure 
with lower profi t 
margins. 

 Fits  poorly  
with your 
existing 
processes 
 and  values 

  Heavyweight 
team  dedicated 
exclusively to the 
innovation project, 
with complete 
 responsibility for 
its success 

 In a separate 
spin-off  or 
acquired 
organization 

 A spin-off  ena-
bles the project 
to be governed 
by diff erent val-
ues  and  ensures 
that new pro-
cesses emerge. 
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whose processes are tuned to the existing business model and an-
other that is geared toward the new model. Merrill Lynch, for ex-
ample, has accomplished an impressive global expansion of its 
institutional fi nancial services through careful execution of its ex-
isting planning, acquisition, and partnership processes. Now, how-
ever, faced with the on-line world, the company is required to plan, 

 Fitting the Tool to the Task 

  SUPPOSE THAT AN ORGANIZATION  needs to react to or initiate an innovation. 
The matrix illustrated below can help managers understand what kind of team 
should work on the project and what organizational structure that team needs to 
work within. The vertical axis asks the manager to measure the extent to which 
the organization’s existing processes are suited to getting the new job done ef-
fectively. The horizontal axis asks managers to assess whether the organiza-
tion’s values will permit the company to allocate the resources the new initiative 
needs. 

 In region A, the project is a good fi t with the company’s processes and values, so 
no new capabilities are called for. A functional or a lightweight team can tackle 
the project within the existing organizational structure. A functional team works 
on function-specifi c issues, then passes the project on to the next function. A 
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Fit with organization’s values

Poor 

Good

Good
(sustaining innovation)

Poor
(disruptive innovation)

A

C

D

Use a heavyweight team 
within the existing 
organization.

Use a heavyweight team 
in a separate spinout 
organization.

Use a lightweight 
or functional team within 
the existing organization.

Development may 
occur in-house through 
a heavyweight team, 
but commercialization almost 
always requires a spinout.     

B
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 Consider the automobile industry. There are a signifi cant number 
of diff erent jobs that people who purchase cars need to get done, 
but only a few companies have staked out any of these job markets 
with purpose brands. Range Rover (until recently, at least) was a 
clear and valuable purpose brand (the take-me-anywhere-with-
total- dependability job). The Volvo brand is positioned on the safety 
job. Porsche, BMW, Mercedes, Bentley, and Rolls-Royce are associ-
ated with various aspirational jobs. The Toyota endorser brand has 
earned the connotation of reliability. But for so much of the rest? It’s 
hard to know what they mean. 

 Extending brands without destroying them 

      

STRONG
BRANDS 

START HERE

One product:
one job

MARRIOTT
Courtyard;

Residence Inn

MILWAUKEE
Sawzall;

Hole Hawg

Many
jobs: one
brand

Many products:
one job

Sony Walkman

EVOLVE PURPOSE BRAND
INTO ENDORSER

BRAND; DEVELOP
NEW PURPOSE BRANDS

APPLY PURPOSE
BRAND

There are only two ways:
Marketers can develop different
products that address a common
job, as Sony did with its various
generations of  Walkman. Or, like
Marriott and Milwaukee they can
identify new related jobs and
create new purpose brands that
benefit from the “endorser”
quality of the original brand.
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is simply to bring these concerns to light in the hope that others with 
deeper expertise may be inspired to examine and resolve them.  

 Misapplying Discounted Cash Flow and Net Present Value 

 The fi rst of the misleading and misapplied tools of fi nancial analy-
sis is the method of discounting cash fl ow to calculate the net pres-
ent value of an initiative. Discounting a future stream of cash fl ows 
into a “present value” assumes that a rational investor would be 
indiff erent to having a dollar today or to receiving some years from 
now a dollar plus the interest or return that could be earned by in-
vesting that dollar for those years. With that as an operating prin-
ciple, it makes perfect sense to assess investments by dividing the 
money to be received in future years by (1  +   r )  n ,  where  r  is the dis-
count rate—the annual return from investing that money—and  n  is 
the number of years during which the investment could be  earning 
that return. 

 While the mathematics of discounting is logically impeccable, an-
alysts commonly commit two errors that create an anti-innovation 

 The D CF t rap       
   Most executives compare the cash fl ows from innovation against the default 
scenario of doing nothing, assuming—incorrectly—that the present health of 
the company will persist indefi nitely if the investment is not made. For a better 
assessment of the innovation’s value, the comparison should be between its 
projected discounted cash fl ow and the more likely scenario of a decline in 
performance in the absence of innovation investment.   

More likely cash
stream resulting
from doing nothing

Projected cash stream
from investing in an
innovation

Assumed
cash stream
resulting from
doing nothing

DCF and NPV
methodologies
implicitly make
this comparison

Companies
should be
making this
comparison

A
B

C
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done. By “job” we mean a fundamental problem in a given situa-
tion that needs a solution. Once we understand the job and all its 
dimensions, including the full process for how to get it done, we can 
design the off ering. The more important the job is to the customer, 
the lower the level of customer satisfaction with current options for 
getting the job done, and the better your solution is than existing 
alternatives at getting the job done (and, of course, the lower the 
price), the greater the CVP. Opportunities for creating a CVP are at 

 An  opportunity  to . . .  Example 

 Address needs of large groups 
who fi nd existing solutions too 
expensive or complicated. 

 The Nano’s goal is to open  car 
ownership to low-income 
consumers in emerging markets. 

 Capitalize on new technology, or 
leverage existing technologies in 
new markets. 

 A company develops a commercial 
application for a technology 
originally developed for military 
use. 

 Bring a job-to-be-done focus where 
it doesn’t exist. 

 FedEx focused on performing 
customers’ unmet “job”: Receive 
packages faster and more reliably 
than any other service could. 

  A  need  to . . .    Example  

 Fend o ff  low-end disruptors.  Mini-mills threatened the 
integrated steel mills a generation 
ago by making steel at signifi cantly 
lower prices. 

 Respond to shifts in competition.  Power-tool maker Hilti switched 
from selling to renting its tools in 
part because “good enough” 
low-end entrants had begun 
chipping away at the market for 
selling high-quality tools. 
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 The Elements of a Successful 
Business Model 

  EVERY SUCCESSFUL COMPANY ALREADY  operates according to an eff ective 
business model. By systematically identifying all of its constituent parts, execu-
tives can understand how the model fulfi lls a potent value proposition in a profi t-
able way using certain key resources and key processes. With that understanding, 
they can then judge how well the same model could be used to fulfi ll a radically 
diff erent CVP—and what they’d need to do to construct a new one, if need be, to 
capitalize on that opportunity.           

PROFIT FORMULA

Revenue model How much money can be
made: price x volume. Volume can be
thought of in terms of market size,
purchase frequency, ancillary sales, etc.

Cost structure How costs are allocated:
includes cost of key assets, direct costs,
indirect costs, economies of scale.

Margin model How much each transaction
should net to achieve desired profit levels.

Resource velocity How quickly resources
need to be used to support target volume.
Includes lead times, throughput, inventory
turns, asset utilization, and so on.

KEY RESOURCES
needed to deliver the customer
value proposition profitably.
Might include:

People
Technology, products
Equipment
Information
Channels
Partnerships, alliances
Brand KEY PROCESSES, as well as rules, metrics,

and norms, that make the profitable delivery
of the customer value proposition repeatable
and scalable. Might include: 

 

Processes: design, product development,
sourcing, manufacturing, marketing,
hiring and training, IT

Rules and metrics: margin requirements
for investment, credit terms, lead times,
supplier terms 

Norms: opportunity size needed for
investment, approach to customers
and channels

Target customer
Job to be done  to solve an
important problem or fulfill
an important need for the
target customer

Offering, which satisfies the
problem or fulfills the need.
This is defined not only by what
is sold but also by how it’s sold.

Customer Value Proposition (CVP)
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 Hilti Sidesteps Commoditization 

  HILTI IS CAPITALIZING ON  a game-changing opportunity to increase profi tabil-
ity by turning products into a service. Rather than sell tools (at lower and lower 
prices), it’s selling a “just-the-tool-you-need-when-you-need-it, no-repair-or-
storage-hassles” service. Such a radical change in customer value proposition 
required a shift in all parts of its business model.    

 Traditional power 
tool company 

   Hilti’s tool fl eet 
management service 

 Sales of industrial and 
professional power 
tools and 
accessories 

  Customer value 
proposition  

 Leasing a comprehensive 
fl eet of tools to increase 
contractors’s on-site 
productivity 

 Low margins, high 
inventory turnover 

  Profi t formula  

 Higher margins; asset 
heavy; monthly payments 
for tool maintenance, re-
pair, and replacement 

 Distribution 
channel, low-cost 
manufacturing plants 
in developing 
countries, R&D 

  Key r esources and 
processes  

 Strong direct-sales 
approach, contract 
management, IT systems 
for inventory management 
and repair, warehousing 

getting particular jobs done: insufficient wealth, access, skill, or 
time. Software maker Intuit devised QuickBooks to fulfi ll small-
business owners’ need to avoid running out of cash. By fulfi lling 
that job with greatly simplifi ed accounting software, Intuit broke 
the  skills barrier  that kept untrained small-business owners from 
using more- complicated accounting packages. MinuteClinic, the 
drugstore-based basic health care provider, broke the  time barrier  
that kept people from visiting a doctor’s offi  ce with minor health is-
sues by making nurse practitioners available without appointments.   

 Designing a profi t formula 
 Ratan Tata knew the only way to get families off  their scooters and into 
cars would be to break the  wealth barrier  by drastically decreasing the 
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 How Dow Corning Got Out of Its Own Way 

 When business model innovation is clearly called for, success lies 
not only in getting the model right but also in making sure the in-
cumbent business doesn’t in some way prevent the new model from 
creating value or thriving. That was a problem for Dow Corning 
when it built a new business unit—with a new profi t formula—from 
scratch.  

  For many years, Dow Corning had sold thousands of silicone-
based products and provided sophisticated technical services to 
an array of industries. After years of profi table growth, however, 
a number of product areas were stagnating. A strategic review un-
covered a critical insight: Its low-end product segment was com-
moditizing. Many customers experienced in silicone application no 
longer needed technical services; they needed basic products at low 
prices. This shift created an opportunity for growth, but to exploit 
that opportunity Dow Corning had to fi gure out a way to serve these 
customers with a lower-priced product. The problem was that both 

 Dow Corning Embraces the Low End 

  TRADITIONALLY HIGH-MARGIN DOW CORNING  found new opportunities in low-
margin off erings by setting up a separate business unit that operates in an entirely 
diff erent way. By fundamentally diff erentiating its low-end and high-end off erings, 
the company avoided cannibalizing its traditional  business even as it found new 
profi ts at the low end.    

 Established bus iness    New business unit 

 Customized s olutions, 
negotiated contracts 

  Customer value 
proposition  

 No frills, bulk prices, sold 
through the internet 

 High-margin, h igh-over-
head retail prices pay for 
value-added services 

  Profi t formula  

 Spot-market pricing, 
low overhead to 
accommodate lower 
margins, high throughput 

 R&D, sales, and services 
orientation 

  Key r esources and 
processes  

 IT system, lowest-cost 
processes, maximum auto-
mation 
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 Can This Acquisition Help You 
Lower Costs? 

  PREDICTING WHETHER THE RESOURCES  of a prospective acquisition will im-
prove the output of your company’s business model, and so lower costs, is mainly 
a matter of assessing how compatible they are with your company’s resources and 
processes.    

 RESOURCES  PROCESSES 

  WILL TH E  acquisition’s products 
fi t into my product catalog without 
creating confusion? 

  CAN THE  acquisition’s off ering be 
sold according to our sales cycle? 

  DO I TS  customers buy products like 
ours, and vice versa? 

  CAN MY  people readily service the 
acquired customers? 

  CAN THE  output of the acquisition’s 
factories be used with minimal ad-
justment by our supply chain and 
distributors? 

  CAN ITS  products be produced in 
our factories, and vice versa? 

  DO O UR  salespeople have the skills to 
sell the acquisition’s products? Will 
they be excited to sell them? 

  WILL THE  quality of its  off erings be 
enhanced by our rules for  managing 
procurement, IT  systems, and qual-
ity control systems? 

 If the resources of the target are compatible with your resources and processes, 
the acquisition will most likely improve the resource velocity of your profit 
 formula—that is, there is a good chance it will improve turnover or utilization of 
assets and fi xed costs. 

Oil and natural gas company Anadarko’s 2006 acquisition of Kerr-
McGee followed the same pattern. What made Kerr-McGee attrac-
tive was the adjacency of its oil fi elds to Anadarko’s. The combined 
fi rm could operate those fi elds with the same network of pipelines, 
support ships, and other fi xed operating assets. Had Kerr-McGee’s 
fields been in the North Atlantic and Anadarko’s in the Gulf of 
 Mexico, Anadarko would have had to maintain independent fi xed-
cost networks to support both operations. This would have resulted 
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the integration and any synergies that may arise. Investors are often 
much less optimistic than CEOs about LBM deals, and history gener-
ally proves them right: The best-case result is a jump in share price 
to a new plateau. Some managers hold out hope that LBM acquisi-
tions can unlock unexpected growth, but as we will see, they are 
likely to be disappointed.   

 The temptation of one-stop shopping.   A word of warning is in 
order for companies seeking to boost current performance through 
LBM deals aimed at acquiring new customers: All the successful ex-
amples we’ve identifi ed involve selling “acquired” customers the 
products they were already buying. Acquisitions made for the pur-
pose of cross-selling products succeed only occasionally. 

 Why? Let’s say Clayton Christensen is a typical shopper, who buys 
both consumer electronics and hardware. Wouldn’t Walmart, which 
carries both product categories, have a better chance of winning his 
business than Best Buy, which sells only consumer electronics, or 

 When will increased scale lower costs? 
   If fi xed costs represent a large percentage of your total costs, you can reap 
substantial savings by increasing scale. But if your costs are more variable 
than fi xed, scale increases may require new overhead investments and so de-
liver mi nimal sav ings.   
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 Why disruptive businesses are worth so much 

      

Nucor closing stock price
adjusted for stock splits

Steel quality

8%
Angle iron, rail & rods
4%
Rebar

% Of total
market tonnage

Quality of
integrated
mills’ steel

Quality of
minimills’
steel

Gross
margin
7%

As nucor moves from low-end 
to high-end segments...

…its stock price
explodes.

18%

25–30%

1975 1980 1985 1990 1995

1983 1994 2003

$16

$8

$4

$2

$1

12%

55%
Sheet steel

22%
Structural steel

  What produces a dramatic increase in a company’s share price? Growth that investors weren’t 
predicting. As Nucor developed revolutionary approaches to steel making, the company was 
able to enter increasingly larger segments of the steel market—each time prompting investors 
to reconsider Nucor’s share price. Once there were no new markets to conquer, the company’s 
share price leveled off . 

  Source:  Bloomberg  
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 How the market rewards disruptors 
  High price/earnings ratios (which indicate a high share price relative to net 
income or profi ts) in a sample of 37 disruptive companies led analysts to be-
lieve their shares were overpriced at the time of their IPOs. The extraordinary 
performance of these companies in the market, however, suggests that their 
shares were in fact persistently underpriced.  

      

Share price
(indexed to
100 at IPO)

 

Average share prices and
trailing price/earnings
multiples for disruptors

Price/
earnings
ratio 

100

36.7 35.8 38.4
29.2 29.2

22.7 19.5 23.5 23.7 23.328.8

249
383 418 399 457

747
964

1,637
2,404

4,408

  Sources:  Compustat, Thomson Reuters, Bloomberg  

companies from pursuing the very acquisitions they need for rein-
vention. In reality, the right comparables for disruptive companies 
are other disruptors, regardless of industry. 

 Ultimately, the “right” price for an acquisition is not something 
that can be set by the seller, far less by an investment banker looking 
to sell to the highest bidder. The right price can be determined only by 
the buyer, since it depends on what purpose the acquisition will serve.   

 Avoiding Integration Mistakes 

 Your approach to integration should be determined almost entirely 
by the type of acquisition you’ve made. If you buy another company 
for the purpose of improving your current business model’s eff ec-
tiveness, you should generally dissolve the acquired model as its re-
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that once they get to the place where the money is, there’s very little 
of it left to go around. 

 Over the past six years, we’ve been studying the evolution of indus-
try value chains, and we’ve seen a recurring pattern that goes a long 
way toward explaining why companies so often make strategic errors 
in choosing where to focus their eff orts and resources. Understanding 

The Disruptive Technologies Model

THE DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES MODEL CONTRASTS the pace of technological 
progress with customers’ ability to use that progress. According to the model, 
there are two types of performance trajectories in every market. One trajectory, 
depicted by the shaded area, shows how much improvement in a product or ser-
vice customers can absorb over time. The other trajectory, shown by the solid 
lines, depicts the improvement that innovators in the industry generate as they 
introduce new and enhanced products.

New performance

trajectory

Performance tra
jectory

of present te
chnology

Time

Most-demanding

customers

Least-demanding

customers

Performance

Performance
that customers
in the main-
stream market
can absorb

Disruptive
technology

Almost always, this second trajectory—the pace of technological innovation—
outstrips the ability of customers in a given tier of the market to absorb it. This 
creates the potential for innovative companies to enter the lower tiers of the mar-
ket with “disruptive technologies”—cheaper, simpler, more convenient products 
or services. Almost always, the leading companies are so absorbed with upmar-
ket innovations addressed to their most sophisticated and profi table customers 
that they miss the disruptive innovations. Disruptive technologies have caused 
many of history’s best companies to plunge into crisis and fail.
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success. In fact, it becomes a competitive disadvantage in terms of 
speed, fl exibility, and price, and the industry tends to dis-integrate 
as a consequence. The exhibit “The dis-integration of the  computer 
industry” illustrates how this happened in that fi eld. During its early 
decades, the dominant companies were integrated across most 
value-chain links because competitive conditions mandated inte-
gration. As the personal computer disrupted the industry, however, 
it was as if the industry got pushed through a bologna slicer. The 
dominant, integrated companies were displaced by specialists that 
competed in horizontal strata within the value chain.  

 This shift explains why Dell Computer was so successful in the 
1990s. Dell did not succeed because its products were better than 
those of competitors IBM, Compaq, and the like. Rather, overshoot-
ing triggered a shift in the basis of competition to speed, convenience, 

 The dis-integration of the computer industry 

         Mainframes and minicomputers were never good enough or fast enough or cheap 
enough to create a mass market and were therefore always the province of large, 
integrated players who built their machines from their own proprietary designs 
and components. The PC, though, very quickly became good enough for the aver-
age consumer, giving rise to an army of specialized players.   

Equipment

Materials

Components

Product design

Assembly

Operating system

Application software

Sales and distribution

Field service Independent contractors

CompUSA… Dell…

WordPerfect, Lotus, Borland, Microsoft…

IBM, Compaq… Solectron, Celestica…
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t IBM, Compaq, Dell, Gateway, Packard Bell…

Intel, Micron, Quantum, Komag…

Monsanto, Sumitomo Metal, Shipley…

Teradyne, Nikon, Canon, Applied Materials, Millipore…

Microsoft

1960‒1980 1980‒1990 1990‒present
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Applied Materials, which supp l ied the chip-manufacturing equip-
ment that the DRAM makers used. Similarly, money fl owed right 
through the assemblers of disk drives such as Quantum and lodged 
at the stage where heads and disks were made. 

 What’s diff erent about the places where the money collected and 
those where it didn’t? For most of this period, profi ts lodged with 
the products that were the ones not yet good enough for what their 
immediate customers needed. The architectures of those products 
therefore tended to be interdependent and proprietary. Companies 
in the blue boxes could only hang onto subsistence profi ts because 
the functionality of their products tended to be more than good 
enough, and so their architectures had become modular. 

 Where the money went in the PC industry 

  As PCs became good enough for mainstream users, profi ts fl owed from the 
customers through the assemblers (the IBMs and Compaqs of the world) to 
lodge in the component makers—the operating system maker (Microsoft), the 
processor maker (Intel), and initially to the memory chip makers and disk drive 
manufacturers. But as DRAM chips and drives became good enough for the 
assemblers, the money fl owed even further up the value chain to DRAM equip-
ment makers and head and disk suppliers.  
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consider the fate of their legacy operations, for which decades or 
more of profi tability may lie ahead. 

 We propose a systematic way to chart the path and pace of disrup-
tion so that you can fashion a more complete strategic response. To 
determine whether a missile will hit you dead-on, graze you, or pass 
you altogether, you need to:  

•   Identify the strengths of your disrupter’s business model;  

•   Identify your own relative advantages;  

•   Evaluate the conditions that would help or hinder the dis-
rupter from co-opting your current advantages in the future.   

 To guide you in determining a disrupter’s strengths, we introduce 
the concept of the  extendable core —the aspect of its business model 
that allows the disrupter to maintain its performance advantage as 

LEGACY BUSINESS DISRUPTER
Handheld GPS Cell Phone GPS

WHAT JOBS DO CUSTOMERS  
WANT THIS PRODUCT TO PERFORM?

In case of emergency, people still value the 
reliability of a rugged, waterproof GPS device 
with a long battery life, so creating durable 
devices with even longer-lasting batteries may 
help secure this niche. But disrupters may 
overcome new-technology barriers to making 
those improvements.
EASY TO DISRUPT

“Inform me 
about my  
surroundings”

“Get me to 
the meeting 
on time”

“Get me  
home safely”

DISRUPTER 
ADVANTAGES

GPS apps are included in 
the smartphone price

GPS data are easily inte-
grated with information 
from other apps, such as 
restaurant reviews and 
reservation systems

DISRUPTER 
DISADVANTAGES

Phones are fragile

Phones must be small 
enough to fit into a 
pocket, restricting their 
size and weight

Batteries must be re-
charged more frequently 
because the phones are 
used for other tasks
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community of peers, the storied sports teams. E-learning institu-
tions can (and do) opt to off er both online and on-campus courses 
in order to attract the widest variety of students, but they can’t 
bring their full disruptive advantage to bear here, because each 
added service forces them further toward the cost structure of tra-
ditional universities. Novel partnerships or technological innova-
tions might eventually enable them to address this problem, but 
their extendable core in its current form falls short of satisfying 
these students. 

 Identifying a disrupter’s extendable core tells you what kinds of 
customers the disrupter might attract and—just as important—what 
kinds it won’t. How many customers of each kind do you have? To 
answer that question, you need to consider what people are really 
doing wh en th ey buy y our pr oducts an d s ervices.             

LEGACY BUSINESS DISRUPTER
Auto Sales Car Sharing

WHAT JOBS DO CUSTOMERS  
WANT THIS PRODUCT TO PERFORM?

Drivers who work in their cars value the ability 
to store and optimally arrange papers, lap-
tops, luggage, and other items. Moving them 
from car to car would be highly inconvenient 
and time-consuming, so car sharing is unlikely 
to overcome this business-model barrier any 
time soon.
HARD TO DISRUPT

“Get my  
kids safely 
to school” 

“Help me get where 
I need to go when I 
need to go there”

“Provide 
a mobile 
office”

DISRUPTER 
ADVANTAGES

More cost-effective than  
ownership for infrequent 
drivers

No need for insurance

Parking is included

Users can drive a variety  
of makes and models

DISRUPTER 
DISADVANTAGES

Less cost-effective than 
ownership for frequent 
and long-distance  
drivers

Cars aren’t always  
available when needed
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toss everything into a cart and wheel it to the front of the store. The 
lack of sales staff  limits customer service for online grocers. And for 
consumers, the convenience of shopping from home comes at the 
expense of direct physical contact with the goods. 

 Which of these advantages and disadvantages do the managers at 
Kroger and Whole Foods need to focus on? To answer that question, 
they must discover just how shoppers are using their stores.             

 The Jobs Brick-and-Mortar Grocers Do 

 We fi nd that the best way to identify the jobs a company does for 
its customers is through a combination of extensive surveys, inter-
views, focus groups, and in-person observations. Spend a day near 

WHAT JOBS DO CUSTOMERS  
WANT THIS SERVICE TO PERFORM?

Manufacturers value rail’s far lower cost so 
much that they locate factories on a rail line. 
For many customers this business model ad-
vantage currently outweighs both the speed 
advantage of airplanes and the flexibility 
advantage of trucks. So standardized rail 
containers, which can be stacked and easily 
transferred to ships or trucks, create a power-
ful ecosystem barrier to disruption.
HARD TO DISRUPT

“Help me  
get home  
for the  
holidays”

“Get my 
products to 
customers 
quickly”

“Help me  
operate my 
business  
efficiently”

DISRUPTER 
ADVANTAGES

Roads connect far more  
places than rail lines do

Trucks can more easily  
deliver items from any  
factory to any destination  
on a road

Airplanes can move 
people and cargo much 
faster than rail can

Airplanes can move  
people and cargo 
overseas

DISRUPTER 
DISADVANTAGES

Higher variable costs

Higher labor costs

LEGACY BUSINESS DISRUPTER
Railroads Cars, Trucks, 

and Planes
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footholds  exist because incumbents typically try to provide their 
most profitable and demanding customers with ever-improving 
products and services, and they pay less attention to less-demand-
ing customers. In fact, incumbents’ off erings often overshoot the 
performance requirements of the latter. This opens the door to a dis-
rupter focused (at fi rst) on providing those low-end customers with 
a “good enough” product. 

 In the case of  new-market footholds,  disrupters create a market 
where none existed. Put simply, they fi nd a way to turn nonconsum-
ers into consumers. For example, in the early days of photocopying 
technology, Xerox targeted large corporations and charged high prices 
in order to provide the performance that those customers  required. 
School librarians, bowling-league operators, and other small custom-
ers, priced out of the market, made do with carbon paper or mimeo-
graph machines. Then in the late 1970s, new challengers introduced 

 The Ubiquitous “Disruptive Innovation” 
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  “Disruptive innovation” and “disruptive technology” are now part of the popular business 
lexicon, as suggested by the dramatic growth in the number of articles using those phrases in 
recent y ears.  
  Source:  Factiva analysis of a wide variety of English–language publications.  
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management researchers sort diversifi cation strategies into verti-
cal versus horizontal types. This sorting allows researchers to orga-
nize complex and confusing phenomena in ways that highlight their 
most meaningful diff erences. It is then possible to tackle stage three, 
which is to formulate a hypothesis of what causes the phenomenon 
to happen and why. And that’s a theory. 

 How do researchers improve this preliminary theory, or hypoth-
esis? As the downward loop in the diagram below suggests, the pro-
cess is iterative. Researchers use their theory to predict what they 
will see when they observe further examples of the phenomenon in 
the various categories they had defi ned in the second step. If the the-
ory accurately predicts what they are observing, they can use it with 
increasing confi dence to make predictions in similar circumstances. 1  

 In their further observations, however, researchers often see some-
thing the theory cannot explain or predict, an anomaly that suggests 
something else is going on. They must then cycle back to the categori-
zation stage and add or eliminate categories—or, sometimes, rethink 
them entirely. The researchers then build an improved theory upon 
the new categorization scheme. This new theory still explains the pre-
vious observations, but it also explains those that had seemed anoma-
lous. In other words, the theory can now predict more accurately how 
the phenomenon should work in a wider range of circumstances. 

 To see how a theory has improved, let’s look at the way our un-
derstanding of international trade has evolved. It was long thought 

Categorization
Anomaly

ConfirmationPrediction

Observation and description
of the phenomenon

Formation of a theory:
A statement of what
causes what and why
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